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Please ask  

questions!

We want this 

to be of 

value to you!

Agenda for Today

• Introductions and our aspirations for our time with you

• Why data visualization and analysis are important 

• ESD needs, vision, and transformation journey

• How to leverage data to drive decisions and tell ESD’s story

• Lean leadership in a data-driven culture

• Cloud-based visual analytic dashboards

• Who needs to be engaged in data visualization and 

analysis

• Q&A

Scott
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Strategic and Operational Excellence

Why Data Visualization and Analysis 

are Important?

Strategic and Operational 

Excellence 

is relevant in every business 

environment and is 

necessary to thrive.

The disruptive and uncertain 

nature of the current business 

environment reveals that

information is power and 

strong alignment is critical 

to long-term success.

Scott
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Setting the 

Stage about 

Data-Driven 

Decisions 

in a Lean 

Leadership 

Culture 

Trends for Data Visualization and Analysis 

• By 2022, 90% of organizational strategies will explicitly 
include data and analytics as vital enterprise assets  

• By 2023, data literacy will become a necessary driver 
of commercial and government value

• These facts will be demonstrated through the formal 
inclusion in 80% of strategies and change 
management programs (Gartner 2018)

• Mastering data-driven enterprise performance 
management is a proven strategy to achieve “more 
with less,” especially during dramatic budget cuts and 
remote workforce

• Understanding their data allows leadership teams to 
know how to best allocate resources to their strategic 
initiatives

Scott
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State Agencies on the Journey

Some state agencies using dashboards and huddle boards to 
transform their culture that we are working with:

• Washington Employment Security Department 

• Washington Health Care Authority

• Oregon Department of Human Services 

• Oregon Health Authority Health Services Division 

• Oregon Department of Transportation (Central Services Division)

• Arizona Department of Corrections

Scott
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Who Are 

We?

Employment Security Department’s Story

ESD’s Four Lines of Service

• Unemployment: July 2019: 47,227 claimants vs. July 2020 

claimants 408,796 (+656%)

• Reemployment: 40 WorkSource offices statewide

• Paid Family and Medical Leave: launched January 2020;  

more than 104K applications submitted as of August 2020

• Long-Term Care: (new) ESD will collect and assess 

employee premiums 

ESD headcount in 2019: 1,669

Jennifer
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Where 

We Are

From

 

Employment Security Department’s Story

• 2012: We began implementing Lean eight years ago

• 2015: We deployed Daily Management Boards to increase 
visibility to data for problem-solving and accountability 

− Didn’t have the muscles

− Didn’t feel safe

• 2018: We shifted strategy to focus on the people side of lean 
and organizational change management. Our new 
Commissioner joined ESD in 2018, too. 

• 2019: We launched the Enterprise Project Management 
Office to align agency governance, performance, project 
management, and lean

Anna
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We can

do this!

 

Employment Security Department’s Story

As an agency, our intent is to build muscle for:

• Being honest with ourselves and others – it’s ok to 
be in the red! (if we’re taking steps to get better) 

• Managing with data

• Improving our ability to plan and execute 
initiatives 

• Increasing visibility to agency priorities aligned to 
our strategic plan

• Increasing accountability for completing 
strategic work

Jennifer
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What We’ve Done

The Plan

• Built our sponsorship coalition 

with Executives and Sr. Managers

• Developed agency’s Quarterly Target 

Review (QTR) process

− Culture of accountability

− Ground rules / norms

− Roles and responsibilities 

• Planned (and canceled) two 

agency-level QTRs

• Procured Results Software to help 

us see performance visually

Jennifer
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Then 2020 Happened

The Swerve  

• 656% increase in demand 

for unemployment assistance

• Grew headcount from 1,600 to 2,500

• Rapid decision-making environment 

increased the need and use of data

• Shifted from top down to bottom-up 

deployment of QTRs

− Built agency’s Project Management 

dashboard in Results Software 

− Hosted LED team’s first QTR

Jennifer
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ESD’s Project 

Management 

Scorecard

Jennifer
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Project-

specific 

Dashboard

Jennifer
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Scorecard 

and Mass 

Ingenuity’s 

Fundamentals 

Map

Anna
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Process 

Measures 

Scorecard 

Anna
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Now What?

The Comeback 

• Developing our QTR roadmap 
and results management maturity 
model

• Building on our grass-roots buy-in

− Initiating the HR division’s QTR process using 
Results Software

− Working with the monitoring unit to increase 
visibility to federally required performance 
targets and results using Results Software 

• Planning for agency-level QTRs in 2021 
based on new strategic plan 

• Hosting LED team’s 2nd QTR in 
November to build our muscles 

Jennifer
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Washington ESD’s Transformation 

Journey

From…

• Searching for data and who can run 

reports, etc. 

• Objectives on the strategic plan that 

sound like “to-do” lists

• Being overly optimistic about how 

many projects or initiatives we can 

accomplish at once

• Knowledge of performance gaps and 

being “in the red” limited to a few –

and unclear accountability 

To…

• Data in one easy-to-access place, 

used by decision-makers

• Meaningful performance measures 

and targets 

• Setting realistic limits, saying “no” so 

“yes” is real, and delivering on time 

results 

• Open discussion of performance gaps 

with clear accountability and support 

to improve 

Anna
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Using 

Data to 

Tell ESD’s 

Story 

Externally

Anna
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Washington 

State 

Claimants

Anna
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Lean Leadership in a Data-Driven 

Culture

Prosci’s Change Management: ADKAR® Model 

• Building awareness and desire before pandemic

• Desire increased during pandemic – also building our team’s 
knowledge & ability 

• Knowledge – roadshow in January – using LED team as show-and-tell 

• Ability – working with HR, PPP, Monitoring unit on “how”

• Reinforcement – sustaining LED team QTR, will be in an accountability 
role to reinforce use of QTRs and ground rules 

Jennifer
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How to Leverage Data Visualization 

and Analysis to Drive Decisions?

• Define a clear purpose

• Understand what is possible to collect

• Consider the audience that will be using the visualization

• Keep visualization simple

• Capture the narrative of the work along with the actual metric

• Provide training and support on the tools and the visualization

• Design iteratively

• Make using data and visualization easy to use

Chris
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Benefits of Visual 

Analytic Dashboards

• Integrate all data sources

• Develop interactive and 

advanced analytics (sort, filter, 

and drill-down)

• Cascade and aggregate results

• Gain deeper insight into trends 

and patterns

• Inform quicker and higher quality 

decisions and actions

Strategic Initiative Progress Scorecard

Actionable 
Insights

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE DASHBOARDS

Chris
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Who Needs to Be Engaged in Data 

Visualization and Analysis?

Actionable Insights and 

Data-Driven Decisions 

Require a 

Large Network of 

Inter-Connected 

Team Members

Chris
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Results 
Management 

System™

Grounded in 
Lean principles, 
leadership best 

practices, 
employee 

engagement, 
and

waste reduction 
tools

Scott




